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Abstract 

Both, neutron and deuteron induced fission reactions on 2 3 J » 2 j 2 x h can 

lead to the same excited compound nucleus 2 3 l , 2 3 3 T h . However, in the former 

(n,f) reaction one is limited to rather 3mall angular momentum transfers, 

I < 3, near the fission threshold, whereas in the latter (d,pf) case I values 

of about 6 can be attained. In this paper we present results for the 2 3 < JTh 

(d,pf) reaction, around 5.9 MeV excitation energy, obtained with an appropriate 

proton-fission time coincidence and an overall energy resolution of FTvHM * 6 keV. 

The resulting data shows the very same fine structure previously observed for the 

lower I values in the corresponding 2 3 ] T h (n,f) reaction, but an additional set 

of higher spin states, noc accessible with (n,f) reaction also appears. These 

new results support and confirm our previous interpretation of the (n,f) data, 

namely that we are again observing two close-lying rotational bands with oppo

site parities cut this time for I values up till 5 (at least), a fact which 

can best be understood in terms of a"tripie humped potential barrier", theore

tically expected for an asymmetric, pearlika deformation of the excited com

pound nucleus. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Over the years, both theoretical and experimental investigations of the 

fission process suggested that the potential energy surfaces, associated with 

fissioning compound nuclei, are far mora complex than it was originally sup

posed. 

One could thus consider the evolution of our actual understanding of the 

fission process, within the framework of the liquid-drop model, to have passed 

through three main stages. Fission data was originally interpreted in terms of 

a simple, single minimum, potential fission barrier. Later on, a mora detailed 

description, obtained by considering certain shell and pairing corrections to 

the simple Liquid-drop model, lad to the by now classical concept of a ''two-

well'' potential barrier. Finally, by taking into account some further refine

ments, such as the mass asymmetry of the excited compound nucleus, represented 
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by che pear-iike déformation, one was compelled to adopt a three-minimum po

tential barrier in order to obcain a satisfactory description of the fission 

process. 

The experimental evidence of the third potential veil is found in che 

Saclay results on " 3 : ' 2 3 2 T h (n,f) reaction [31 73, 31 32]. Fig. 1 shows the 

fission cross of 3 3Th for neutrons with energies in the vicinity of 720 keV 

and the corresponding anisotropy results obtained in other laboratories [3r 30, 

VM 31]. We have shown chat the fine structure appearing in the broad resonance 

is caused by a set of narrower resonances whose spin values increase with exci

tation energy. We have also shown that the experimental data could not be fle

xed by a calculed curve when a single rotational band with definite parity is 

assumed. Such a result is in contradiction with the hypothesis of the observed 

resonances corresponding to levels in the second well of the fission barrier. 

Conversely in the third well, the fissioning nucleus has an octupoie deforma-

cion and che necessity of good parity far che wave functions imposes che presen

ce of boch che positive and negative parities. In fig. 1, the result of the si

multaneous analysis of che fission cross section and che anisotropy measuremenc 

in che framework of cwo rotational bands with different parities is presented. 

Individual partial fission cross sections, J^„(£ ) are also shown. The energy 

positions of cheir respective components ara used to determine the rotational 

parameters. If these energies are written in che standard fonn for a X»l/2 ro

tational band, 

E(J) - £ + * 2/2J ij(J+l) - X(K+I) + a ( - l ) > 1 / 2 (J+l/ZJj 
0 L _! 

the inertia parameter, fi2/2J, and the decoupling parameter, a, are for positive 

and negative parities respectively : 

•n2/2J (K77 =• 1/2*) - (1.9 £ 0.3) keV a(K T - l/2+) - 0.2 z 0.2 

* 2/2J (KJ - 1/2") - (2.1 = 0.1) keV a(X" - 1/2") - - 0.3 : 3.2 . 

As can be seen in fig. i the spin values which can be reached in (n,f) 

reaction are limited to J-7/2 . This is so because the probability for forming 

a compound nucleus, at £ ^ 720 keV, by means of neutron interaction decreases 
n < 

drastically for all transferred angular momenta, I, greater than 3. 

It would be ver*/ interesting to investigate higher J states of che rela

tional bands. This can be achieved provided certain experimental restraints 

are satisfied : one would chus require first, a high transferable angular momen

tum I, second, reasonable compound nucleus formation cross sections (i.e. in the 

input channel) so as to obcain statistically significant counting rar.es and 
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third, sufficient energy resolution for the expected high J states to be si-
parable. 

Fig. 2 presents the calculated 2 n T h (d,pf) cross section. In a first 
step, the DWUCK code was used to calculate the level feeding as a function of 
the excitation energy for each spin and parity of 2 3 i T h compound nucleus. Then, 
the fission probability was obtained through the RDF code [Ja 31, Ja 32]. The 
fission barrier and the rotational bands parameters used in this calculation 
are those deduced from the (n,f) results. The calculation indicates that sta
tes up to J=»ll/2 might be observable in (d,pf) reaction. The same fig. 2 
shows also the experimental and calculated 2 3 0 T h (n,f) cross section. 

In order to see if such high spin-states could indeed be seen, a series 
of 2 3 0 ' 2 3 2 T h (d,pf) experiments was recently performed at the Saclay Van de 
Graaff tandem. Should these higher spin states of the rotational bands show 
up in the data, one could then not only confirm the previous conclusion, obtai
ned with (n,f) reactions for low J values, but greatly increase the reliability 
of these conclusions for all J values ranging from Jal/2 to 11/2. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 
The 2 3 3 T h (d,pf) reaction has been investigated in the 5.5 to 6.2 MeV ex

citation energy range. 

The deuteron energy, Z. » 12 MeV, was choosen after experimental tests and 
theoretical calculations. 

The fission fragments were detected in two parallel plate avalanche decec-
tors (?PAD) the anodes of which were divided in 7 sectors corresponding to dif
ferent angular bands relative to the recoil direction (fig. 3). All angles, 3, 
from 0" to 90° were covered permitting the measurement of the angular distribu
tion of the fission fragments. 

The proton energy vas measured, at 1303, by means of a gas counter set on 
the focal surface of a QD3 magnetic spectrometer. Que to the high counting rata 
in the fission detectors a fast coincidence was required between the ??AD and 
a plastic scintillator set behind the gas counter. The coincidence time was re
duced by taking into account the different times of flight of the protons in 
the QD3. This was achieved by the use of two counters in order to identify the 
proton trajectory, which gave also a sore precise determination of its ir.ter-
ceot with the curved focal surface. 



RESULTS 
Since the neasurenent was just completed last week, only raw data, un

corrected for solid angle and chance coincidence, will be presented here. The 
fission counts are shown as functions of excitation energy between 5.3 and 5.9 
Me7 in figs. 4a,b,c, where a, b and c refer to 03 < 9 < 30°, 30° < 3 < 90° and 
0° < 5 < 90° respectively (8 is the fission fragment angle relative to the re
coil direction). The solid line results from the smoothing of the data by a 4 
keV wide gaussian function. 

Narrow peaks, about 6 fceV wide are clearly seen. Furthermore, as expec
ted, additional levels are found on the high energy side of the rotational 
bands previously observed in (n,f) reaction. Presumably, they constitute the 
prolongation of the rotational bands towards higher spins. Indeed, their ener
gies (indicated by arrows) are in agreement with the rotational law deduced 
from the (n,f) analysis. A tentative spin assignment based on this rotational 
law is given in thefigures. Although, the data are not yet corrected for solid 
angle, the relative intensities of the peaks seem in fair agreement with the 
calculated one (see fig. 2). Also, the ccmparaison of figs. 4a and 4b shows that 
che peaks ara enhanced for che 0° < 5 < 30 3 angles, as expected for K"l/2 bands. 
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